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Performance Limits of Visible Light-Based
Positioning for Internet-of-Vehicle: Time-Domain
Localization Cooperation Gain
Bingpeng Zhou, An Liu, Vincent Lau, Jinming Wen, Shahid Mumtaz,
Ali Kashif Bashir, and Syed Hassan Ahmed
Abstract—In this paper, we aim to give a unified performance
limit analysis of the visible light-based positioning (VLP) for a
vehicular user equipment (UE), which will help to understand the
essence of time-domain localization cooperation and gain insights
into how to improve the performance of the vehicular VLP
system. This is not easy due to the complex system models and
the complicated dependency between UE location performance
and orientation performance. To achieve the above goal, we will
first characterize the closed-form error bounds of the UE location
and orientation at each time slot, respectively, in terms of Fisher
information. Generally, the VLP error will propagate over time as
the vehicular UE moves, and hence the VLP error at the current
time slot is affected by the VLP performance at the previous
time slot, the UE mobility and the channel quality. Based on the
obtained VLP error bounds, we then reveal the impact of prior
UE location knowledge, UE mobility and signal-to-noise-ratio on
the VLP performance. Furthermore, the time-domain evolution
of the VLP error is studied, where the convergence of the time-
domain VLP error evolution is established and its closed-form
stable state is quantified, which will shed light on the long-term
performance of the vehicular VLP system.
Index Terms—Visible light-based positioning, long-term per-
formance, CRLB, IOV, error propagation, mobile user tracking.
I. INTRODUCTION
V ISIBLE light-based positioning (VLP) is envisioned to bea promising solution to outdoor positioning, orientation
and navigation for internet of vehicles (IOV), particularly in
building-crowded areas where the global positioning system
(GPS) sinal is blocked [5], [6]. For a vehicular user equipment
(UE), the real-time tracking of UE location and orientation is
particularly indispensable for location-aware IOV applications
including intelligent transportation and automatic vehicle park-
ing. Therefore, VLP has attracted increasing attention from
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industry and academia [1] and a number of VLP solutions have
been proposed [4]–[16]. A detailed review of these solutions
is given in [3] and [17].
In diverse VLP solutions, the received signal strength (RSS)
of visible light signals is one popular measurement choice
due to its simplicity and wide accessibility. The RSS-based
VLP method uses LEDs as localization signal source (beacons)
during indoor illumination, and it leverages the propagation
knowledge of visible light signals with respect to (w.r.t.) UE
location parameters to inversely determine the unknown UE
location and orientation direction from RSS measurements. A
lot of RSS-based VLP algorithms have been developed so far,
for instance, in [4], [10], [11] and [13]. In this paper, we aim
at providing a unified performance analysis on the RSS-based
VLP for mobile UEs.
It is shown in [18] and [19] that the performance of signal
propagation model-based localization methods (for instance,
RSS-based VLP) is determined by the location-domain resolu-
tion of the propagation function and the additive measurement
noise power, where the location-domain resolution indicates
the sensitivity of UE location parameters w.r.t. measurement
differences [20], [21]. Furthermore, the mobility of vehicular
UE, prior location knowledge, the number of LEDs, prior
UE location knowledge and signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) will
also affect the VLP performance. Hence, it is non-trivial to
reveal the RSS-based VLP performance limits for vehicular
UEs, which is indispensable for designing a location-aware
IOV network and system resource allocation [22], as done in
[23]–[27] for wideband system optimization.
It should be noted that, while the closed-form Cramer-Rao
lower bound (CRLB) for wideband-based localization has been
widely studied, e.g., in [20] and [28]–[31], the associated
results cannot be directly applied to vehicular VLP due to the
different physical propagation model. For instance, the visible
light RSS is angular-sensitive, while the wideband signal is
not. Hence, it is desirable to conduct a dedicated performance
analysis for RSS-based vehicular VLP systems.
In the following, we shall first survey the related work on
VLP performance analysis to motivate our own work, and then
we will elaborate the contributions in this paper.
A. Related Works
In spite of early contributions to VLP performance analysis
[8], [10], [32], [33], there are still several outstanding technical
issues regarding the VLP performance at each time slot and
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the impact of some critical factors (such as SNR, UE mobility,
prior knowledge), and thus the long-term VLP performance are
not yet fully understood. These issues are elaborated below.
1) Single-Time-Slot VLP Performance: Vehicular VLP will
determine the location parameters of a mobile UE at each
time slot using the instantaneous RSS measurements. There
are a number of works on the performance analysis of single-
time-slot VLP performance [8], [10], [32]–[35]. For instance,
in [10], the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) was studied
for distance estimation error, where the LEDs are assumed
with a downward orientation direction. Similarly, in [32], the
CRLB on the ranging error with a known UE hight was
derived. In addition to RSS, the performance limit of time-
of-arrival-based VLP was studied in [8] and [33]. However,
the required assumptions restrict the application of the above
results in general cases, and the prior knowledge of UE
location parameters from previous time slots (or GPS readings)
is not studied in [8], [10] and [32]–[35]. In addition, these
works focused on the ranging error or location error, but the
extension to UE orientation estimate error is not trivial.
2) The Impact of UE Mobility: In contrast to static VLP,
vehicular VLP is affected by UE mobility (unknown location
shift and orientation variation), which can be viewed as
a time-domain localization cooperation process, where the
previous localization information will transfer over time and
thus contribute to the UE location estimate at the next time
slot. In this case, the UE mobility will affect how much prior
knowledge from the previous time slot is inherited to the
next time slot. Specifically, the UE mobility will dilute the
strength of prior information from the previous time slot, and
the previous location error as well as the UE orientation error
will also propagate to the next-time-slot VLP phase [19]. As
such, the VLP error will evolve over time, and the UE mobility
and prior location information will eventually affect the long-
term VLP performance. However, the dependency of the long-
term VLP performance on UE mobility and prior UE location
knowledge is not yet clear, and hence the investigation of time-
domain VLP error evolution in the mobile UE tracking process
is desirable and non-trivial.
B. Contributions Of This Paper
In this paper, we focus on the RSS-based VLP for vehicular
UE tracking, and we aim to provide a unified framework for
the performance analysis of time-domain VLP cooperation.
Specifically, we seek to answer the following open questions.
• At each time slot, what performance can be achieved
by the vehicular VLP system, given system resources,
channel quality and UE mobility knowledge?
• How does the VLP error evolve over time, and how do
we determine its long-term VLP performance limit?
• How do the UE mobility, channel quality and prior
knowledge affect the long-term VLP performance?
These open questions will be answered via the closed-
form performance analysis, which is challenging due to the
complex dependency of UE location performance and ori-
entation performance on each other as well as the complex
system functions. The obtained closed-form VLP error bounds
build a theoretical foundation for the design of efficient
VLP algorithms and VLP system optimization strategies. The
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
• Closed-Form CRLB on VLP Error: We obtain the closed-
form CRLB on the instantaneous UE location error
and orientation error, respectively, which quantifies the
performance limit that any vehicular VLP algorithm can
achieve. Unlike the existing works on the error bound
of the transmission distance [8], [10], [33] or UE loca-
tion [34], [35] with restrictive assumptions on the LED
orientation direction and the UE height, (i) our results
are straightforwardly related to the UE location CRLB
and UE orientation CRLB without any restriction on
the UE pose. In addition, (ii) we account for the prior
UE location/orientation knowledge from GPS or inertial
measurement unit (IMU) readings, and the information
contribution of this prior knowledge to the RSS-based
VLP performance is quantified. (iii) Our CRLB clearly
shows the information contribution of prior knowledge,
UE mobility and observation knowledge to the VLP
performance at each time slot.
• Closed-Form Analysis of VLP Error Evolution: The time-
domain error evolution (TDEE) of the vehicular VLP
system is quantitatively analysed, which is challenging
due to the complex TDEE function. In this paper, (iv)
the convergence of the TDEE is established and (v) the
closed-form stable state of TDEE is obtained, which
sheds light on the long-term VLP performance limits.
It is shown that the vehicular VLP error will converge
downwards to a stable state when the observation infor-
mation gain from LED sources is able to compensate the
UE mobility-caused information reduction, and the stable
state is dependent on the overall observation information,
UE mobility and prior knowledge. In addition, (vi) the
impact of UE mobility and prior knowledge on long-term
VLP performance is analyzed.
• Guidelines for VLP System Optimization: Based on the
obtained CRLBs, (vii) we give guidelines of vehicular
VLP system optimization (e.g., LED power allocation,
smart LED source selection, LED orientation steering) for
localization error reduction, which is challenging due to
the uncertain UE location parameters and the non-convex
problem nature. Unlike the previous works in [22] and
[35], which needs to solve a non-convex optimization
problem over the UE location, we reconsider it as a
stochastic optimization problem, which is convex w.r.t.
the power allocation variable. This renders a low-cost
power allocation solution, since the non-convex optimiza-
tion in UE location is no longer required. The obtained
guidelines will help to fundamentally improve the overall
performance of the vehicular VLP system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the system model. The closed-form CRLB is given
in Section III. The TDEE is analysed in Section IV, and the
effect of UE mobility is analysed in Section V. Guidelines are
given in Section VI. Numerical results are presented in Section
VII. We conclude our work in Section VIII.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of RSS-based VLP for mobile UE.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We first elaborate the VLP system setup, and then explicate
the UE mobility model and measurement model, respectively.
A. System Setup of VLP
We consider a general three-dimensional vehicular VLP
system with M LED transmitters and one mobile UE receiver
equipped with photodiodes, as illustrated in Fig. 1. We use
pm ∈ R3 and vm ∈ R3 to denote the location and orien-
tation vector of the mth LED transmitter, respectively, for
m = 1, · · · ,M , where the LED orientation means its main
emitting direction, as shown in Fig. 1. We assume ∥vm∥2 = 1
without loss of generality, where ∥ • ∥2 is the ℓ2-norm on a
vector. These LEDs will act as anchors for UE localization,
and we assume their locations and orientation vectors are
known. We also assume some visible light communication
(VLC) protocols [36] (e.g., IEEE 802.15.7) and multiple
access methods [37] (e.g., the time-division multiple access
method) are well defined in the VLP system such that the
signals from different LED sources are distinguishable.
B. UE Location Model
We assume the mobile UE randomly moves with a random
orientation direction within the system area. Let xt and ut ∈
R3 denote the UE position and orientation vector, respectively,
at time instant t, which are unknown parameters to estimate,
where t = 1, 2, · · · . We shall elaborate the prior knowledge
and the mobility model of the UE, respectively.
1) Prior Location Knowledge: In practice, there might be
prior knowledge of UE location parameters, for instance, from
IMU readings, GPS or WiFi localization results, which could
be exploited by practical VLP systems for improving the UE
localization performance. Let x̃t and ũt ∈ R3 be the UE
location and orientation readings, respectively, at the tth time
slot. In this paper, we generally assume the UE location xt
and orientation ut follow a Gaussian distribution around their
prior states x̃t and ũt, respectively:
xt ∼ N (xt|x̃t,χprior), (1)
ut ∼ N (ut|ũt,Uprior), (2)
where χprior and Uprior ∈ S3 are the precision matrices of the
prior location readings x̃t and ũt, respectively.
This above Gaussian prior model is reasonable due to the
following reasons: (ı) The Gaussian model is theoretically rea-
sonable for large samples due to the central limit theorem [38];
(ıı) The Gaussian model renders tractable system modeling and
easy theoretical analysis; (ııı) Given the mean and variance
of the prior state, the Gaussian distribution gives rise to the
maximum modeling entropy; i.e., the Gaussian assumption
is the one with minimum restriction on the uncertainties of
unknown parameters [39], [40]. Hence, the Gaussian model
has the lowest risk in distribution modeling mismatch, if only
given the mean and variance of prior UE location. It is shown
in [41] and [42] that the unbiased estimation error can be
approximated by a Gaussian random vector, for a high SNR.
Hence, it is a common practice to model the estimation error
as a Gaussian variable [31], [34], [35], [43], [44].1
It should be note that our analysis can cover the case that
there is no prior knowledge when χ−1prior and U
−1
prior → 03×3.
2) Mobility Model: In practice, the vehicular UE may move
either in a completely random manner or following a path
possibly with a time-varying velocity. In order to establish a
general VLP performance analysis framework, in this paper,
we consider a general case that the UE movement direction is
completely unknown at all time slots.
We assume the UE position xt at the tth time slot is
transferred from the previous location xt−1 with a certain
location shift ℘t ∈ R3, i.e., xt = xt−1 + ℘t, where the
UE location shift ℘t is assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian
process, i.e., ℘t ∼ N (℘t|03×1,χtrans) with χtrans ∈ S3 being
the precision matrix (inverse variance) of the UE location
transition. Specifically, the UE location xt is a variable with
a random transition from its previous state xt−1, i.e.,
xt ∼ N (xt|xt−1,χtrans). (3)
Similarly, for UE orientation ut, we assume
ut ∼ N (ut|ut−1,Utrans), (4)
where Utrans ∈ S3 is the precision of UE orientation transition.
For simplicity, we assume the location and orientation transi-
tion precisions are invariant over time. In addition, we consider
a general case without any assumption on the UE movement
direction, and hence we employ the above Gaussian process
to model UE mobility for generality.
The transition precision parameters indicate the mobility of
the UE. When the transition precision matrix χtrans and Utrans
tend to infinity, it means that there is no UE location transition,
i.e., the UE location xt and orientation ut are invariant over
1For the non-Gaussian prior distributions of UE location parameters, it is
common to use the Laplacian approximation method to extract its first-two-
orders statistical characterizations [45], [46], which is equivalent to using the
Gaussian model to locally approximate the non-Gaussian distribution. Hence,
it is finally identical to our Gaussian prior model.
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time. On the contrary, when χtrans and Utrans tend to zero,
it means that the UE jumps unpredictably and it can appear
anywhere with any orientation direction, i.e., xt and ut will
not depend on their previous states at all.
C. Measurement Model
Visible light RSS used as measurements for VLP is depen-
dent on LED emitting power, radiation, transmission distance,
incidence angle gain and characteristic constants of UE receiv-
er. A detailed explanation can be found in [47].
For notation ease, let em,t and ρm,t denote the incidence
vector and transmission distance, respectively, given by





Furthermore, let ϕm,t be the irradiance angle, i.e., the angle
between the mth LED transmitter’s orientation vm and the
incidence vector em,t, as shown in Fig. 1, and let θm,t be the
incidence angle between the receiver’s orientation vector ut













where •⊤ denotes the transpose. These geometrical propaga-
tion parameters will affect the RSS, as elaborated later.
Let zm,t denote the visible light RSS associated with the
mth LED transmitter at time slot t, which can be characterized





+ ϵm,t, ∀m ∈ Ωt, (9)
where ϵm,t is the measurement noise, which is assumed
to follow a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with precision
(inverse variance) ω, i.e., ϵm,t ∼ N (ϵm,t|0, ω) [48], [49], [50],
and Ωt is the set of active LEDs depending on the field of
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denotes the measurement function


















where ΨR is a constant depending on LED emitting power, UE
photodiode aperture, optical filter gain and optical concentrator
gain [47], [11], while r denotes the LED Lambertian order. In
this paper, we only consider the line-of-sight (LOS) channel,
due to the less diffuse scattering effect in VLCs [6], [11].
Given the relationship between {θm,t, ϕm,t} and {xt,ut}




can be rewritten as a function













Let zt = vec[zm,t|∀m ∈ Ωt] ∈ R|Ωt| be the collection of
measurements, where |Ωt| is the size of set Ωt. Then, zt can
be modeled as the following linear function w.r.t. ut,
zt = h(xt,ut) + ϵt, (11)
where h(xt,ut) ∈ R|Ωt| = vec[hm(xt,ut)|∀m ∈ Ωt], and ϵt
is the noise vector.
D. Problem Formulation of VLP
The visible light RSS-based VLP is to estimate UE position
xt and orientation ut from RSS measurement z1:t and inertial
measurements {x̃1:t, ũ1:t}, which can be achieved via the
following maximization problem,
PVLP : (x̂t, ût) = argmax
xt,ut
p(xt,ut|z1:t, x̃1:t, ũ1:t), (12)
where •1:t = {•1, · · · , •t}, and p(xt,ut|z1:t, x̃1:t, ũ1:t) is the
posterior distribution at the tth time slot, given by (13). Specif-
ically, p(zt|z1:t−1, x̃1:t−1, ũ1:t−1) is a normalizing constant
given by (14), and p(xt,ut|x̃t, ũt) is the piror function from
IMU or GPS readings, given by
p(xt,ut|x̃t, ũt) = N (xt|x̃t,χprior)N (ut|ũt,Uprior)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Inertial prior model
, (15)
while p(xt,ut|z1:t−1, x̃1:t−1, ũ1:t−1) is the prediction func-




N (zm,t|hm(xt,ut), ω). (17)
Therefore, once the previous-time-slot posterior distribution
p(xt−1,ut−1|z1:t−1, x̃1:t−1, ũ1:t−1) is given, the current-time-
slot posterior function p(xt,ut|z1:t, x̃1:t, ũ1:t) can be deter-
mined by using the above Bayesian filtering rules [52], and
finally the current posterior estimate x̂t and ût can be obtained
via the maximization problem in (12).
In the following, we shall characterize the error bounds for
the above Bayesian model-based VLP problem.
III. ERROR BOUND OF VEHICULAR VLP
The CRLB quantifies the minimum error that an unbiased
estimator can achieve [38]. We adopted it as as a performance
metric to benchmark the VLP errors. In this section, we shall
reveal the closed-form CRLBs on the UE location and the
orientation estimation errors, respectively, at each time slot.
A. Closed-Form CRLB
Let x̂t and ût be the UE location and orientation estimates,
respectively, as per problem PVLP. Based on Bayesian theory
[38], at time slot t, given measurement zt, the UE location and
orientation estimate errors are bounded from below as follows,






















∈ S3 denote the CRLBs
on the UE location estimate error and the UE orientation
estimate error, respectively.
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p(xt,ut|z1:t, x̃1:t, ũ1:t) =
p(zt|xt,ut)p(xt,ut|z1:t−1, x̃1:t−1, ũ1:t−1)p(xt,ut|x̃t, ũt)
p(zt|z1:t−1, x̃1:t−1, ũ1:t−1)
. (13)
p(zt|z1:t−1, x̃1:t−1, ũ1:t−1) =
∫∫
p(zt|xt,ut)p(xt,ut|z1:t−1, x̃1:t−1, ũ1:t−1) d(xt,ut). (14)
p(xt,ut|z1:t−1, x̃1:t−1, ũ1:t−1) =
∫∫
p(xt−1,ut−1|z1:t−1, x̃1:t−1, ũ1:t−1)N (xt|xt−1,χtrans)N (ut|ut−1,Utrans) d(xt−1,ut−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Prediction model of UE mobility
.
(16)
We shall establish the closed-form expressions of the above
CRLBs, which will show the informative contribution of prior
knowledge, UE mobility and observation knowledge to the
overall VLP performance at one time slot.









of UE location and






























Total location information J ut (xt,ut)
)−1
, (21)





the overall prediction information (i.e., time-domain localiza-
tion cooperation gain from time recursion and prior readings)
of the UE location and orientation, respectively, given by (22)
and (23), while Hobsxt and H
obs
ut are the observation information
(i.e., spatial-domain localization cooperation gain from LED









∈ S3 are resolution
information matrices given by (24) and (25), respectively.
Proof: See the proof in APPENDIX A.





joint variable of unknown UE location and orientation. The
prediction information and the resolution information in the
above theorem are explicated, respectively, as follows.
1) Prediction Information: The overall prediction informa-
tion matrices χ◦pred,t and U
◦
pred,t are given by




Prediction information χpred,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Overall prediction information of UE location
, (22)
2In our paper, we slightly abuse “spatial-domain localization cooperation”
without ambiguity to represent the localization cooperation among LED
sources, which is different from the concept of the conventional spatial-domain
localization cooperation among UE agents.




Prediction information Upred,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Overall prediction information of UE orientation
, (23)
where Bxt−1(αt−1) and But−1(αt−1) denote the associated
CRLBs at the previous time slot t− 1.
The initial CRLBs Bx0(α0) and Bu0(α0) are infinitely
large; i.e., their FIMs J x0(α0) = 0 and J u0(α0) = 0, since
there is no UE location parameter estimate at the initial stage.
In this case, χ◦pred,1 and U
◦
pred,1 at the first time slot reduce to
χ◦pred,1 = χprior and U
◦
pred,1 = Uprior, respectively.









of UE location and












= Rt(G(xt))⊤V(xt,ut)G(xt)R⊤t , (25)







































(pm − xt), (29)
while F(xt) and V(xt,ut) ∈ S|Ωt| are given by (30) and
(31), respectively. In addition, K(ut) ∈ R3|Ωt|×|Ωt| = I|Ωt| ⊗
ut
∥ut∥2
with ⊗ being the Kronecker product and I3 being a
3-dimensional identity matrix, and Rt =
∥ut∥22 I3 − utu⊤t
∥ut∥32
.
B. Remarks on VLP Error Bound
In light of theorem 1, we draw the following remarks on the
formation of the overall VLP error bound at each time slot.
Remark 1. (ı) It is shown in (20) and (21) that the overall
VLP information (i.e., inverse CRLB meaning the accuracy)



















































is the summation of observation information and movement
prediction information. (ıı) In addition, it is shown in (22)
and (23) that the overall prediction information (e.g., χ◦pred,t)
at the current time slot t is comprised of the prior knowledge
(e.g., χprior) and the prediction information (e.g., χpred,t) via
time recursion. The time-recursion information gain depends
on the previous VLP error (Bxt−1(αt−1) and But−1(αt−1))
and UE mobility (characterized by state transition precision
matrices χ−1trans and U
−1
trans). (ııı) Thus, the present-time VLP
performance depends on the UE mobility and the previous
VLP performance, in addition to observation information and
the prior knowledge from inertial readings. Hence, the essence
of time-domain localization cooperation in mobile UE tracking
is the propagation of the associated localization information,
in an information-theoretic view. 
This information formation process implies a phenomenon
of VLP error evolution from Bxt−1(αt−1) to Bxt(αt) (and
also But(αt)) in time-domain, which will affect the long-term
VLP performance and will be analyzed in Section IV.
Remark 2. It is shown in (20)–(29) that the VLP perfor-
mance is affected by (ı) the number of independent measure-














, (v) prediction knowl-
edge of UE location parameters and (vı) SNR. 
In addition, on the meaning of resolution information ma-
trix, we have the following remark.
Remark 3. It is shown in (20) and (21) that the observation
information is determined by the resolution information of










on the choice of measurement signals and the VLP system
geometry, which is essentially affected by its measurement
function hm(xt,ut). This metric indicates the capability to
recognize the difference in xt or ut, for a given variation of
measurement zt [18], [20]. A zero-valued resolution informa-
tion matrix means the unobservability of a parameter, since the
measurement will remain invariant for different values of this
parameter. Obviously, the measurement system with a high
resolution (sensitivity) leads to a good VLP performance. 
The above CRLB reveals the VLP performance at each time
slot, which can serve as a performance benchmark for practical
VLP systems. However, the long-term VLP performance as
time flies is still not understood.
IV. EVOLUTION OF VLP ERROR
In this section, we analyse the time-domain error evolution
(TDEE) to reveal the long-term VLP performance.
A. Evolution Function of VLP Error
It is implied in theorem 1 and remark 1 that there will be
time-domain VLP error evolution in the UE location tracking
process. Specifically, the current VLP error performance Bxt
and But3 depend on their previous-time-slot values Bxt−1 and
But−1 , respectively. Hence, Bxt can be viewed as a function
of Bxt−1 , named the error evolution function. The associated
VLP error evolution functions (Bxt−1 7→ Bxt and But−1 7→
But) for UE location and orientation have been potentially
characterized in (20) and (21), respectively, and we restate
them in the following for the purpose of clarity,
Bxt =
(












where Hobsxt , χprior and χtrans can be viewed as constants for
the evolution of Bxt , and so can H
obs
ut , Uprior and Utrans.
B. Assumptions on VLP System
We can see from (32) and (33) that the time-domain error
evolution is essentially a fixed-point iteration over matrix, and
hence its convergence is fully determined by the contraction-
map property of the above evolution functions.
To establish its convergence, we first give the following
assumptions on the VLP measurement dynamics:
• (A1) Hobsxt → H
obs
x⋆ , as t → ∞,
• (A2) Hobsut → H
obs
u⋆ , as t → ∞,
where Hobsx⋆ and H
obs
u⋆ are in S3+, and it should be noted that
Hobsxt and H
obs
ut have been given by (20) and (21), respectively.
Assumptions A1 and A2 mean that the observation infor-
mation w.r.t. UE location and orientation should converge
over time. In practice, the observation information Hobsxt and
Hobsut are more likely to vary within a bounded area due
to the UE mobility. Yet, we still impose those assumptions
on the long-term observation information to facilitate the
convergence analysis and then gain insights into the long-term
VLP performance, and these ideal assumptions will not affect
the obtained insights.
It should be noted that the observation information Hobsxt
and hence its limit Hobsx⋆ are determined by the measurement
resolution (also the VLP system geometry and the number of
LED sources) and SNR, as shown in (20).
C. Convergence Analysis of TDEE
We give the following theorems 2 and 3 to formally estab-
lish the convergence and the stable state of TDEE, respectively.
3We have dropped the notation (xt,ut) for clarity.
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For ease of notation, let B⋆x and B
⋆
u be the limit point (stable
state) of Bxt and But , respectively. In addition, let H
♯
x⋆ and
H♯u⋆ be the limit points of equivalent observation information
matrices, given by




Theorem 2 (Convergence of TDEE): If A1 and A2 are
satisfied, UE location and orientation error bounds Bxt and















= 1− κu ∈ (0, 1), (37)
where κx and κu are two constants in (0, 1), given by (38)
and (39), respectively, in which the closed-form expressions
of B⋆x and B⋆u will be determined in the following theorem 3.
Proof: See the proof in APPENDIX B.
This means that the VLP error tends to remain invariant at
its limiting point over time. This limiting point is named the
stable state of VLP error bound (long-term VLP performance),
which is actually the fixed-point solution (established later) of
the associated TDEE function. In practice, for time-varying
Hobsxt and H
obs
ut within a bounded region, the limiting point
of CRLB iteration is likely to be varying within a bounded
region too, since the following theorem will establish that the
closed-form expression of TDEE limiting point is a Lipschiz-
continuous function of observation information.
Theorem 3 (Closed-Form Stable State Of TDEE): If A1
and A2 are satisfied, the closed-form expressions of the stable
states (limit points) B⋆x and B
⋆
u of Bxt and But , respectively,





















































where H♯x⋆ and H
♯
u⋆ are given by (34) and (35), respectively.
Proof: See the proof in APPENDIX C.
Remark 4. The above stable state quantifies the long-term
VLP error performance, which is totally determined by the
observation information (Hobsx⋆ and Hobsu⋆ ), prior information
(χprior and Uprior) and UE movement information (χtrans and
Utrans). Since B⋆x is a Lipschiz-continuous function of the
observation information Hobsx⋆ (as shown in theorem 3) and all
information matrices are full-rank in practice, the stable state
B⋆x must be bounded due to the bounded H
obs
xt , and so must
be B⋆u. This means, we can drop assumptions A1 and A2 on
measurement dynamics, and the mobile UE tracking system
can achieve a bounded long-term performance in practice. 
In practice, there is usually less information of the UE
location parameters at the initial time (i.e., large initial error






= 1− κx, and so is But .



















Real-time location CRLB Bxt
Fluctuation region of stable state Bx⋆
due to UE movement
Upper boundary of stable state Bx⋆
Lower boundary of stable state Bx⋆
Fig. 2. An illustration of the fluctuation of VLP error stable state due to UE
movement (time-varying observation information).
bounds Bxt and But ). The following theorem establishes that
the VLP errors are monotonically non-increasing over time.
Theorem 4 (Monotonically Non-Increasing Of TDEE): If
the observation information matrices Hobsxt and H
obs
ut are non-
decreasing over time and bounded from above by their limit
states Hobsx⋆ and H
obs
u⋆ , respectively, i.e.,




x⋆ , ∀t > 0,




u⋆ , ∀t > 0,
then the VLP error bounds Bxt and But are both monotoni-
cally non-increasing over time, i.e.,
Bxt ≼ Bxt−1 , ∀t > 0 (40)
But ≼ But−1 , ∀t > 0. (41)
Proof: See proof in APPENDIX D.
Two stronger conditions B1 and B2 than A1 and A2,
respectively, are assumed in theorem 4 to exactly establish
the non-increasing VLP error bounds, which requires that the
observation information is non-decreasing over time.
Although B1 and B2 are not necessarily satisfied in practice,
they still provide a useful indication of practical TDEE prop-
erties. In practice, the observation information may vary over
time within a compact region, e.g., Hobsxt ∈ [H
obs
x,min,Hobsx,max]




u,max], due to the dynamics of UE
location and orientation. In such a common case, the VLP
error bounds will gradually decrease and eventually fluctuate
within a compact region, i.e., Bxt ∈ [Bx,min,Bx,max] and
But ∈ [Bu,min,Bu,max], for t ≥ tstable with some tstable > 0,
as illustrated in Fig. 2, where Bx,min relates to Hobsx,max,
while Bx,max relates to Hobsx,min (see stable state expressions
in theorem 3), and the same applies to Bu,min and Bu,max.
This trend has been verified by numerical simulations.
In a summary, we draw the following remark on VLP error
convergence behavior from theorems 2–4.
Remark 5. VLP errors will converge downwards to their
stable states under non-decreasing assumptions of observation
information. For the common case that the observation infor-
mation varies within a bounded region, the VLP errors will
gradually decrease and then fluctuate within a bounded region,
and the fluctuation region of the VLP errors depends on the
range of the observation information variation. 
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κx =




∥∥∥(χ−1trans +B⋆u)(χ−1trans +B⋆u + (H♯u⋆)−1)−2(χ−1trans +B⋆u + 2(H♯u⋆)−1)∥∥∥
F
. (39)
The above analysis theoretically establishes the downwards
convergence of the TDEE process. However, the associated
physical essence is still not understood. In fact, the downwards
convergence behavior of TEDD is resulted from the battle
between the observation information and the UE mobility-
caused information loss, as elaborated in the following.
V. THE EFFECT OF UE MOBILITY
In this section, we shall analysis the effect of UE mobility
on the VLP performance to reveal the physical essence behind
the TDEE convergence behavior and explicate what happens
during this TDEE process.
A. UE Mobility-Caused Information Loss
Due to UE mobility (characterized by χtrans and Utrans),
the prediction information χ◦pred,t and U
◦
pred,t will be less
than the previous posterior information J xt−1(αt−1) and
J ut−1(αt−1) (see (20) and (21)), respectively. In other words,
the UE mobility will cause a reduction in the VLP information,
as established below. Let Υxt and Υut ∈ S3 denote the
UE mobility-caused information loss of UE location and
orientation, respectively.
Corollary 1 (Non-Negative Information Loss): At each time
slot, there will be an non-negative information loss Υxt ≽ 0
and Υut ≽ 0 in the UE location and orientation estimates,
respectively, due to UE mobility, which are given by










Proof: (42) and (43) can be easily obtained as per (22)
and (23), respectively. In addition, since χtrans and Utrans ≽ 0,
we can conclude that Υxt and Υut ≽ 0.
This means, the prediction information must be not larger
than the previous-time-slot VLP information, which will lead
to the reduction of the overall VLP performance. Specially,
combining (42) and (43) with theorem 1, the VLP error bounds








Hobsxt (xt,ut)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Overall observation
information
+ J xt−1 −Υxt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Overall prediction
information χ◦pred,t︸ ︷︷ ︸









Hobsut (xt,ut)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Overall observation
information
+ J ut−1 −Υut︸ ︷︷ ︸
Overall prediction
information χ◦pred,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Total location information J ut (xt,ut)
)−1
, (45)
5We have dropped (xt,ut) in information notations for brevity.
in which the UE mobility-caused information loss and the
overall VLP performance reduction are explicitly shown.
B. Increasing of Information Loss
It is established in theorem 4 that the VLP error will de-
crease over time, i.e., Bxt(αt) ≼ Bxt−1(αt−1). The following
corollary shows that the UE mobility-caused information loss
will increase with the decreasing of VLP errors.
Corollary 2 (Increasing of UE Mobility-Caused Information
Loss): For the decreasing VLP errors Bxt(αt) and But(αt)
over time, the prediction information loss Υxt and Υut
follows the following inequalities,
Υxt ≽ Υxt−1 , given Bxt(αt) ≼ Bxt−1(αt−1), (46)
Υut ≽ Υut−1 , given But(αt) ≼ But−1(αt−1). (47)
Proof: This can be verified as per (42) and (43).
Remark 6. The more accurate VLP result will cause the
larger information reduction Υxt and Υut , due to UE mobil-
ities. This means, as the VLP accuracies J xt−1(αt−1) and
J ut−1(αt−1) increase over time, the information loss Υxt
and Υut will become larger and larger. Therefore, when VLP
error reduces over time, the UE mobility-caused information
loss will gradually increase unless the information loss is
comparable to the observation information gain so that VLP
error becomes invariant. 
This VLP error evolution process is similar to the accel-
erating movement of a near-light-speed object. Specifically,
for a near-light-speed object, the increased speed leads to
the increased mass; Hence, given a fixed energy input, the
speed increment will be gradually decreased due to the in-
creasing mass. Therefore, this object will achieve an invariant
speed approaching the light speed, for sustained energy input.
Likewise, the increased VLP information J xt−1(αt−1) leads
to increased information loss Υxt . Hence, given a fixed
observation information gain Hobsxt , the prediction information
gain χ◦pred,t will be gradually reduced due to the increasing
VLP information. Therefore, the VLP process will achieve a
stable information approaching its limit point (see theorem 3),
for a sustained information gain from observations.
C. Physical Insights of TDEE
The VLP error bounds Bxt(xt,ut) and But(xt,ut) will
gradually decrease over time, since the overall observation
information Hobsxt and H
obs
ut can compensate (be larger than)
for the UE mobility-caused information loss Υxt and Υxt , re-
spectively. Yet, with the decrease of VLP error, the information
loss will gradually increase as revealed in remark 6. Thus, the
VLP error reduction will become gradually slower such that
it eventually achieves stability when the UE mobility-caused
information loss is comparable to the observation information
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gain [19]. In other words, the VLP error will achieve a stable
state, due to the balance between observation information gain
and UE mobility-caused information loss.
The obtained closed-form CRLBs on UE location and orien-
tation errors can not only serve as a performance benchmark
for practical VLP systems, but also give insights into how
system parameters and LED deployment affect the UE location
and orientation estimate performance.
VI. DISCUSSION: GUIDELINES FOR VEHICULAR VLP
SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION DESIGN
In this section, based on the obtained CRLBs, we will pro-
vide guidelines for vehicular VLP system optimization, which
will fundamentally improve the overall VLP performance.
A. Power Allocation of LEDs
Firstly, the obtained CRLB can provide insights into how
to perform the best power allocation among various LEDs to
achieve an efficient VLP system. Let ϱm be SNR of the mth
LED, which is proportional to the LED emitting power, and
let ϱt = vec[ϱm|∀m ∈ Ωt] be the power allocation vector.







which can be viewed as a function of ϱt, and Dxt;m is the
resolution matrix associated with zm,t which can be regarded
as a parameter depending on UE location parameters αt.
To achieve the lowest VLP error with a limited energy
budget, we can perform a real-time LED power allocation via
minimizing the the VLP error CRLB. However, the CRLB de-
pends on the UE location parameters αt, which are unknown
beforehand. To get around this problem, conventional power
allocation methods [25], [26] usually resort to a robust solution






s.t. ∥ϱt∥1 ≤ SNRtotal, (50)
where SNRtotal denotes the constant corresponding to the total
emitting power of LEDs, and At denotes the uncertainty region
of αt. We can see that this is a non-convex problem due to
the optimization of UE location parameters, which usually has
a high computational cost, and thus an efficient optimization
algorithm is needed [53]. In addition, the above robust solution
ignores the UE location prior knowledge, and it is over-
conservative when the UE location uncertainty set is large,
which degrades the system optimization performance.
Unlike the above conventional robust solution, we give an





p(αt) trace(Bxt(ϱt;αt)) dαt, (51)
s.t. ∥ϱt∥1 ≤ SNRtotal, (52)
6Bxt and But have the same structure as above, and hence the associated
insights will be applicable to them.
where p(αt) is the (Gaussian) priori function of αt.
This problem is convex w.r.t. αt; however, the cost function
has no closed-form expression due to the complex integration.
The optimization of cost function integration can be efficiently
solved via resorting to stochastic optimization methods [54],
[55], in which the complex integration can be approximated by
iterations of the cost surrogate functions, and at each iteration
the resulted subproblem (the optimization of ϱt conditioned
on a simple cost surrogate function) is expected to be convex
and hence the computational cost is reduced.
B. Let LED Beams Trace the Vehicular UE
Secondly, it is possible to steer the orientation directions
of LED sources to improve the VLP performance, since
the obtained CRLB has explicitly shown its dependency on
the LED orientation vector {vm|∀m ∈ Ωt}, as revealed in
theorem 1. Let vt = vec[vm|∀m ∈ Ωt] be the collection of
LED orientation vectors. Then, the real-time LED orientation






s.t. ∥vm∥2 = 1, ∀m ∈ Ωt, (54)
where the UE location CRLB Bxt(vt) is viewed as a function
of vt, which has been given by (20). However, it is a non-
convex optimization problem w.r.t. the LED orientation vector
vt, and hence an efficient optimization algorithm is needed.
C. Smart Selection of LED Sources
Thirdly, in practice, both VLP energy consumption and VLP
performance are related to the active LED set. Hence, it is
desired to conduct a smart LED source selection procedure
to achieve an accurate VLP solution with economic energy
consumption. The obtained CRLB also be used for such LED
selection to achieve the lowest VLP error within the LED
power budget, as per the dependency of CRLB on the active
LED set. In addition, our CRLB also builds the theoretical
foundation for other VLP system optimization opportunities,
e.g., UE orientation optimization, LED selection for mini-
mized VLP error with power constraint, and joint optimization
of VLC data transmission and VLP performance. In all these
issues, a stochastic optimization-based formulation similar to
(51) can be used to handle unknown UE location parameters.
It should be noted that in this section we only aim to provide
guidelines for how to improve the VLP system based on
the obtained CRLBs, and the design of specific optimization
algorithms is out of the scope of this paper.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical simulations to demon-
strate the obtained closed-form result of VLP performance.
A. Simulation Setup
We consider M = 81 LED transmitters which are installed,
with regular spacing on the ceiling of a room with a size of
9[m]×9[m]×4[m], as shown in Fig. 3. In addition, we consider




























Fig. 3. The LED source layout and the UE trace, where the arrows indicates
UE orientations, and a Bayesian filtering-based UE trajectory estimate [52] is
shown and used as an example case of vehicular VLP method.
the common case that all LED orientations are downward, i.e.,
vm = [0, 0,−1]⊤, ∀m = 1 : M , although the the obtained
CRLB has no special requirement on LED orientation angles.
The UE appears in the room at a random location and with a
random orientation. In addition, we assume θFOV = ϕFOV =
π/2 and r = 1. These parameter settings follow from a typical
LED setup that is widely adopted in papers such as [11], [13],
[56], [57]. We consider SNR = 20[dB] and ΨR = 5 by merging
values of transmitting power, optical filter gain and optical
concentrator gain, unless specified otherwise. We consider a
generic case of UE movement in which χtrans = 10
2I3 and
Utrans = 10
2I3, and also χprior = 4I as well as Uprior = 2I3,
unless specified otherwise.
In the following, we shall provide the associated numerical
results to demonstrate the obtained performance limits of VLP
and the effect of each dominant factor, respectively.
B. Long-Term VLP Performance
1) Time-Domain VLP Cooperation Gain: The real-time
evolution of the VLP error bounds is presented in Fig. 4,
where the achieved time-domain VLP cooperation gain of
UE location and orientation are highlighted. We can see
that the VLP error will reduce over time and then reach its
stable state eventually, which complies with theorem 2–4 in
section V-B (the statable state variation has been mitigated by
the simulation average). The achieved long-term VLP error
perfectly coincides with its theoretical stable state.
2) The Impact of UE Mobility and SNR: The real-time VLP
error bound and the associated stable state versus SNR and UE
transition precision are presented in Fig. 5. The larger SNR
and greater transition precision will give rise to a low stable
state of the VLP error. This is reasonable because the VLP
system will gain more knowledge from a more precise UE
location transition as well as a larger SNR.
3) The Impact of Prior Knowledge: The long-term VLP
performance versus prior knowledge is presented in Fig. 6. We
can see that the achieved long-term VLP error (i.e., trace(B⋆x))
is perfectly consistent with the obtained theoretical stable state.
In addition, it is not surprising that the larger the SNR is, the
lower the VLP error becomes. Moreover, the VLP error will















Real-time location CRLB Bxt
Real-time orientation CRLB But
Theoretical stable state B⋆
x
Theoretical stable state B⋆
u
Location performance gain from
Time-domain VLP cooperation
Orientation performance gain from
Time-domain VLP cooperation
Fig. 4. Real-time CRLB with time-domain VLP cooperation (SNR = 0dB).























Theorectial stable state B⋆
x
Real-time location CRLB Bxt
SNR = 0 [dB]





Fig. 5. Real-time CRLB over different settings of SNR and UE mobility.
show an error ceiling phenomenon at the low SNR region,
since the VLP performance will be dominated by the prior
knowledge of UE location parameters. Naturally, the ceiling
of the VLP error depends on the amount of prior knowledge.
Specifically, the less prior knowledge gives rise to the larger
value of the VLP error ceiling.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the performance limits of vehicular VLP
for mobile UEs are comprehensively studied. Specifically,
a closed-form CRLB for the UE location and orientation,
respectively, is obtained, which can give insights into the
informative contribution of prior knowledge, UE mobility
and observation information to the overall VLP performance.
Moreover, the time-domain evolution of the VLP error is
studied, which sheds light on the long-term VLP performance
and helps understand the essence of time-domain localization
cooperation. The obtained closed-form CRLBs on UE location
and orientation errors can not only serve as a performance
benchmark for practical vehicular VLP systems, but also give
insights into how system parameters and LED deployment
affect the UE location and orientation estimate performance.
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Theoretical stable state B⋆
x
Achieved stable state Bxt
χprior = 2I3,4I3,5I3,20I3,100I3,1000I3
Fig. 6. Long-term VLP error v.s. SNR and prior location knowledge.
Finally, based on the dependency of the obtained closed-
form CRLBs on the system parameters, the guidelines for VLP
system optimization design are provided, which can be used to
fundamentally improve the vehicular VLP system performance
via resource allocation and system deployment optimization.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
As per the estimate theory [38], the unbiased estimate error











where Iαt(αt) is the FIM that is defined as [38]
Iαt(αt) =− Eαt|z1:t
{
∇αt,α⊤t ln p (αt|z1:t, α̃1:t)
}
, (56)
where ∇αt,α⊤t (•) is the second-order derivative w.r.t. αt, and
p (αt|z1:t) is the posterior given in (13).
Based on (13), we know the posterior p (αt|z1:t, α̃1:t) ∝
p(zt|αt)p(αt|z1:t−1, α̃1:t−1)p(αt|α̃t), and the FIM can be
partitioned into two parts, namely,
Iαt(αt) = I
obs
αt (αt) + I
pred
αt (αt), (57)
where the observation information matrix Iobsαt (αt) related
to p(zt|αt) and the prediction information matrix Ipredαt (αt)
regarding p(αt|z1:t−1, α̃1:t−1)p(αt|α̃t) are given by
Iobsαt (αt) =− E
{
∇αt,α⊤t ln p (zt|αt)
}
,




p (αt|z1:t−1, α̃1:t−1) p(αt|α̃t)
)}
.


















where Iobsαi,t,αj,t;m(αt) ∈ R
3×3, for αi,t,αj,t ∈ {xt,ut}, is
the elementary cross FIM of observation given by
Iobsm;αi,t,αj,t(αt) = −E
{
∇αi,t,α⊤j,t ln p (zm,t|αt)
}
. (59)
In the following, we shall explicate the prediction FIM
Ipredαt (αt) and observation FIM I
obs
αt (αt), respectively.
1) Prediction FIM: Let x̂t−1 and ût−1 be the previous pos-
terior estimates of UE location and orientation, respectively,
at time slot t − 1, and let χ♯t−1 and U
♯
t−1 be their posterior
precision matrices, respectively, which can be fully determined
by the previous posterior function p(xt−1,ut−1|z1:t−1).
We use a Gaussian kernel to extract principal information







ln p(αt−1|z1:t−1, α̃1:t−1), (60)
W♯t−1 = ∇αt−1,α⊤t−1 ln p(αt−1|z1:t−1, α̃1:t−1)
∣∣
αt−1=α̂t−1







Thus, the prediction distribution will eventually follow that
p(xt,ut|z1:t−1, α̃1:t−1)
= N (xt|x1:t−1,χ′pred,t)N (ut|u1:t−1,U′pred,t), (61)
where x1:t−1 and u1:t−1 are the prediction means, while χ′pred




























)−1 ≽ Bxt−1(αt−1) as per estimate theory,






does U′pred,t lower than U
◦




)−1 to Bxt−1(αt−1) leads to a lower approxima-
tion for Bxt(αt). Thus, this approximation will not change
the direction of the CRLB inequality. Hence, as per (16), we






2) Observation FIM: We shall explicate each observation
FIM Iobsαi,t,αj,t;m(αt), ∀αi,t,αj,t ∈ {xt,ut}.
Firstly, we consider Iobsxt,xt;m(αt). Based on the system














Secondly, for Iobsxt,ut;m(αt), hm(xt,ut) can be rewritten as
7This approximation can preserve principal information of the original
distribution (leading to the minimum entropy difference, given the same mean
and precision) as per the Laplacian approximation [45], [46].
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can be derived as
∇uthm(xt,ut) = ΨRρ−2m,t















Thirdly, for Iobsut,ut;m(αt), based on (68) and (59) we can
obtain Iobsm;ut,ut(αt) = SNRρ
−4
m,tRtdm,td⊤m,tR⊤t .
Hence, Iobsαt (αt) is obtained. Then, based on the FIM
structure in (57) and (58) and combing it with K(ut) and
H(xt) in (26), the joint CRLB Bαt(αt) is give by (69).









can be cast as (24) and (25),
respectively. Thus, theorem 2 is proved.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
The proof is comprised of two parts. The first regards the
convergence behavior of TDEE, and the second regards the
associated convergence rate.
1) Proof Of Convergence: For the convergence of TDEE,
the crux is to prove the iteration of TDEE is contractive.
For any two semi-definite positive CRLB matrices B(a)xt−1






xt−1 , we need to prove the
following contraction inequality always holds,
∥B(a)xt −B
(b)















where we use Ct to denote Hobsxt +χprior for brevity. Applying
the inverse matrix lemma, we have (72). Thus, the inequality


























Since we have assumed B(a)xt−1 ≽ B
(b)
xt−1 and Ct as well as
χ−1trans is semi-definite positive, B(a)xt−1−B
(b)
xt−1 ≽ 0 and Qt ≽ 0
must hold. Hence, (73) is satisfied. As a result, the contraction
inequality in (70) always holds, and this proof can be easily
extended to the contraction inequality for But .
2) Convergence Rate: Applying the inverse matrix lemma
for (32), we have Bxt − Bxt+1 = Bxt−1 − Bxt − Q′t,
where Q′t is given by (74), and we know Q
′
t ≽ 0. Let















Q′t ≽ 0. After some algebra, κx can be eventually cast as
(38), where H♯x⋆ has been given by (34), and hence we have
κx ∈ (0, 1). Then, ηx = 1− κx is within (0, 1), and so is ηu.
Thus, theorem 5 is proved.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Since TDEE is identical to a fixed-point iteration, B⋆x is the

















Applying the inverse matrix lemma, the above fixed-point















Hence, we should verify that the closed-form solution of
the stable state satisfies the above fixed-point equation. In
addition, B⋆x follows (79). Thus, we can see that B
⋆
x satisfies
(77), and hence it is the fixed-point solution of (32). We can
also prove that B⋆u is the fixed-point solution of (33). Theorem
3 is proved.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Firstly, since we assume no measurement at initial time t =
0, we have J x0 = 0. Thus, for t = 1, we have χpred,1 = 0









. Given condition B1
that Hobsx2 ≽ H
obs
x1 , we obtain Bx2 ≼ Bx1 since χpred,2 ≽ 0.
To completely prove theorem 7, in the following we shall





. If Bxt ≼ Bxt−1 holds
and B1 is satisfied, we must have Bxt+1 ≼ Bxt . Thus, theorem
4 is proved.
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